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Influence

• Romans 12:1-2 “I appeal to you therefore, brothers, by the 
mercies of God, to present your bodies as a living sacrifice, 
holy and acceptable to God, which is your spiritual worship. Do 
not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the 
renewal of your mind, that by testing you may discern what is 
the will of God, what is good and acceptable and perfect.”



Influence

• How do these verses relate to influence?

– Paul spent 11 previous chapters working through heavy duty 
Christian theology

– Chapter 12 Paul transitions from “In light of what God has done, here 
is how we should live”

– This is Paul’s “halftime” locker room speech!



Why Coaching?

• Romans 12:3-8 “For by the grace given to me I say to everyone 
among you not to think of himself more highly than he ought to 
think, but to think with sober judgment, each according to the 
measure of faith that God has assigned. For as in one body we have 
many members, and the members do not all have the same 
function, so we, though many, are one body in Christ, and 
individually members one of another. Having gifts that differ 
according to the grace given to us, let us use them: if prophecy, in 
proportion to our faith; if service, in our serving; the one who 
teaches, in his teaching; the one who exhorts, in his exhortation; 
the one who contributes, in generosity; the one who leads, with 
zeal; the one who does acts of mercy, with cheerfulness.”



Why Coaching?

• Every Christian has spiritual gifts and Paul admonishes them to 
use them to humbly serve others

• Coaching is a way to help others identify and use their gifts

• Coaching is not about “knowing it all” but rather able to ask 
good questions



What is Coaching?

• “In contrast to the emphasis on imparting information through 
tutoring and instruction, coaching is unlocking a person’s 
potential to maximize his or her own performance.” adapted 
from Sir John Whitmore, author of Coaching for Performance



What is Coaching?
Counseling Coaching

Negative Psychology Positive Psychology

Focuses on problems, dealing with 

conflicts, insecurities, spiritual struggles, 

and emotional issues such as depression, 

anxiety, and anger

Focuses on finding fulfillment, enhanced 

performance, team building, vision casting, 

career growth, and reaching one’s goals and 

dreams

Fixes what is wrong Enables people to reach their goals

Focuses on the causes of problems that 

arise from the past and on bringing 

healing and stability

Focuses on the present and future, 

possibilities, reaching goals, getting unstuck, 

and turning dreams into reality

The counselor is the expert who treats 

patients, provides healing, and directs

The coach and client are coequals who work 

together to bring change

Usually done by people with expertise in 

psychology, psychopathology, and 

therapeutic skills

The best coaching is done by people with 

training in such coaching skills as listening, 

questions, and encouraging



What is Coaching?

• Difference between coaching and mentoring/discipleship?

– Mentoring: Ted Engstrom defines mentoring as “someone who 
provides modeling, close supervision on special projects, and 
individualized help” that includes encouragement, correction, 
confrontation, and accountability

– Discipleship: More focused than either mentoring or coaching. 
Discipleship centers on teaching biblical truth and spiritual disciplines 
to newer or less mature believers



What is Coaching?

– Coaching: Is not primarily about helping people grow spiritually, but 
rather about career development, getting unstuck, developing and 
reaching corporate and personal goals, managing conflict, getting 
through life transitions, clarifying visions, and building better 
relationships.

– The coach helps people get from where they are to where God wants 
them to be.



How to Coach

• Coaching Skills

– Listen attentively

– Asking good/focused questions

– Giving responses



How to Coach: Listening

• Listening demands more patience, concentration, focus, and the 
ability to keep quiet.

• The overall goal is to hear the content of what the person is saying 
and pick up the attitudes, frustrations, and dreams more implied 
than stated.

• 3 kinds of listening skills
– Informal listening: facts/information based, gets the conversation started
– Active listening: concentrate on what is being said, add brief comments or 

clarifying questions, what is being communicated through posture, energy 
level, tone of voice and attitudes

– Intuitive listening: “What am I really hearing behind the words?”



How to Coach: Asking

• Asking focused questions

– Start questions with What, When, How, Who or Where rather than 
Why 

– Information gathering questions

– Powerful questions

– Less-powerful questions

– The miracle questions

– Homework questions



How to Coach: Responses

• Giving responses
– Verbal responses
– Encouragement
– Feedback
– Self-disclosure
– Focusing on values, strengths, spiritual gifts, passions, attitudes, energy 

drainers, and past experiences
– Immediacy
– Brainstorming
– Debriefing
– Requesting



The Ultimate Questions

• Awareness: Where are we now?

• Vision: Where do we want to go?

• Strategy and Action: How do we get there?

• Obstacles: What gets in the way?



Practice Coaching Skills

• Turn to a person next to you and each take 5-7 minutes working through the 
coaching skills

• Skills
– Listen attentively
– Asking good/focused questions 

*Remember to work through the ultimate questions*
• Where are we/you now?
• Where do we/you want to go?
• How do we get there?
• What gets in the way?

– Giving responses

• How did it go? 
– Was it awkward? What areas need help? Did you have success? What is you take away? 

How can you apply this concept as a leader?



Personal Experience w/ Coaching
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